A critical assessment of comparative molecular modeling of tertiary structures of proteins.
In spite of the tremendous increase in the rate at which protein structures are being determined, there is still an enormous gap between the numbers of known DNA-derived sequences and the numbers of three-dimensional structures. In order to shed light on the biological functions of the molecules, researchers often resort to comparative molecular modeling. Earlier work has shown that when the sequence alignment is in error, then the comparative model is guaranteed to be wrong. In addition, loops, the sites of insertions and deletions in families of homologous proteins, are exceedingly difficult to model. Thus, many of the current problems in comparative molecular modeling are minor versions of the global protein folding problem. In order to assess objectively the current state of comparative molecular modeling, 13 groups submitted blind predictions of seven different proteins of undisclosed tertiary structure. This assessment shows that where sequence identity between the target and the template structure is high (> 70%), comparative molecular modeling is highly successful. On the other hand, automated modeling techniques and sophisticated energy minimization methods fail to improve upon the starting structures when the sequence identity is low (approximately 30%). Based on these results it appears that insertions and deletions are still major problems. Successfully deducing the correct sequence alignment when the local similarity is low is still difficult. We suggest some minimal testing of submitted coordinates that should be required of authors before papers on comparative molecular modeling are accepted for publication in journals.